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ABSTRACT
In this paper predictions are made about

the production of words embedded in
fluent connected speech. based on a

principle of cooperative behaviour

combined with insights in perception. It

is concluded that the effects of such
cooperative behaviour, in as far they are
not brought about by linguistic means,

are real but relatively small.

l. INTRODUCTION
Sometimes speakers Speak in order to be
understood. 0n those occasions, they are
well advised to adapt their pronunciation
to the estimated needs of their audience.
I will call this the principle of coopera-

tive behaviour. It entails that a speaker
Spends more time and effort on‘ the

pronunciation of parts of his message
that are essential to recognition and

comprehension than on parts of his mes-

sage that are to some degree redundant

(output- oriented control when necessary

versus system-oriented control when

permitted [14]
In this paper I will predict regularities

in speech production from insights in
speech perception. In some cases these
predictions are corroborated by
experimental evidence, in other cases
evidence is controversial, in other cases
again it is still lacking, and has to be
filled in by others who know more than

me, or by future research. I will focus on
embedded words and discuss lexical re-
dundancy, word onsets, word boun-

daries, and contextual redundancy.

2. LEXICAL REDUNDANCY
A monosyllable like English PAT con-
tains little redundancy. Each of its

constituting phonemes is not fully pre-

dictable from the other ones. This is
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different for a polysyllabic word like
HIPPOPOTAMUS. that is highly redun-
dant. in the sense that the word remains
recognizable even when a few of its con-
stituting phonemes are missing out com-
pletely.

From a listener's point of view this
means that the word I-IIPPOPOTAMUS
remains recognizable when it is rapidly
and sloppily pronounced, whereas the
word PAT can only be recognized cor-
rectly when it is pronounced carefully,
and therefore, I assume, more slowly, so
that all three phonemes are identifiable.
In general, lexical redundancy increases

with word length. Therefore the need for

slow and careful articulation decreases
with increasing word length. From this

we may predict that speed of articulation

increases with increasing word length.

This seems a plausible explanation of the

well known phenomenon of time com-

pression in polysyllabic words. From

hereon I will take for granted that, other

things being equal, monosyllabic words

are more vulnerable to communication

noise than polysyllabic words, and there-

fore liable to be pronounced more slowly

and more carefully.

3. WORD ONSETS
Lexically redundant words can be recog-

nized on the basis of a fragmentary stim-

ulus, for example when a considerable

portion of either the end or the beginning
of the word stimulus is missing. Some

time ago I demonstrated that words are

more easily and faster recognized from

initial than from final word fragments,

when initial and final fragments nomi-

nally contain equal amounts of lexical

information [18]. This difference appears

to be related to the fact that word onsets

ensure fast and proper alignment of the



stimulus with word candidates, whereas

word endings do not [20]. I predict that

cooperative speakers spend more time

and effort on onsets than on endings of

embedded words, especially when the

words concerned are contextually little

redundant. _

I have no clear and direct evidence m

favour of this prediction, and would be

grateful to anyone who does. Indirect

evidence would be the prevalence _ of

regressive over progressive assimilation

and coarticulation on word boundanes,

as seems to be case in Germanic Lan-

guages. Whether this tendency is univer-

sal, I do not know.
The relative importance of word onsets

to recognition should also make it prof-
itable for a language to have word initial

stress. For English it has been argued

that a listener‘s su'ategy considering each

stressed syllable as a potential word on-

set is profitable [6]. From this it has been

predicted that special word onset
markers are more to be expected when a
word starts with an unstressed than when

it starts with a stressed syllable. This ex-

pectation was to some extent corrobo-
rated in a production study [4].

In clear speech, for example in noisy
environments, informationally important
words are sometimes set off by speech
pauses. From the relative importance of
word onsets one would predict that such
speech pauses are more liable to be made
before than after important content
words. This seems to occur in certain
styles of reading aloud [8]. The evidence
is easily confusing, however, because
informationally important words are
often at the end of phonological phrases,
potentially followed by a phrase bound-
ary marking speech pause.

4. WORD BOUNDARIES
Whatever the relative importance of
word onsets and endings, word bound-
aries in connected speech are potentially
important to word recognition. Knowing
where a particular word ends, is knowing
where the next word begins, and this
saves an awful lot of trouble in lining up
potential word candidates with the
incoming signal, as is well known from
problems in the machine recognition of
connected speech. Real perceptual ambi—
gumcs such as lettuce versus let us, or
budget versus budge it [5], however,

attest to the fact that word boundaries

need not (always) be clearly marked.

Yet, it seems reasonable to predict that

cooperative speakers, also in fluent, per-
haps even fast, connected speech, tend to

make subtle, little time consuming

phonetic word boundary markers that aid
listeners in finding word boundaries.
This was demonstrated to be correct for
ambiguous Dutch two-word combina-
tions of the type known ocean versus no
notion. Excised from fast connected
speech, such speech fragments were
recognized correctly in a binary forced
choice task well above chance (80%)
[22]. 80% is not 100%, however. In the
absence of disarnbiguating context, am-

biguity remains.
Perceptual ambiguity can also arise due

to assimilation and/or degemination on
word boundaries, as in hold back being

confusable with whole back. This type

of perceptual confusion is an immediate
function of global speech tempo. In rapid

connected speech the whole back-stim-

ulus leads as easily to a hold back-re-

sponse as the hold back-stimulus leads

to a whole back-response [16]. Appar-
ently, optional assimilation and degemi-.
nation on word boundaries is fully

incorporated in the word recognition
strategies employed by listeners. One
expects that the actual occurrence of
assimilation and degemination is a func-
tion of lexical and contextual
redundancy. This has not yet been tested

In normal conditions, long polysyllabic
words often are recognized before the
end of the stimulus word has come in
[15], but short monosyllabic words, if
not predictable from preceding context,
can rarely be recognized before the end
of the word, and, if embedded, are rec-
ognized only during or after the pro-
cessing of the immediately following
word [1]. A speech pause immediately
following a monosyllabic content word
would therefore be much more helpful to
recognition than a speech pause follow-
ing a lexically redundant polysyllabic
word. This was experimentally shown to
be correct [19]. From this I predict that
cooperative speakers are more liable to
insert speech pauses after monosyllables
than after polysyllables. I do not know
whether this is actually so.
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5. CONTEXTUAL REDUNDANCY

An effect of contextual redundancy

seems confirmed by Lieberman's fa-

mous example a stitch in time saves

nine, used to show that highly pre-

dictable words are less clearly pro-

nounced than unpredictable words [12].

Lieberman's findings were more

recently confirmed and extended

[10],[ll]. However, none of these stud-

ies pulled apart the effects of contextual

redundancy and accentuation.

It has been argued that accented words

are processed faster by listeners than un-

accented words [31,[7]. This is not al-

ways so. Terken and Nooteboom [21]

showed that 'new' words are processed

faster when (comedy) accented than

when (incorrectly) unaccented, but

'given‘ words are processed faster when
(correctly) unaccented than when

(incorrectly) accented. From this it fol-

lows that cooperative speakers should
take care to produce accents on words
carrying new information, but not on
words carrying given information.

The issue is somewhat more compli-
cated, however, because of the phe-
nomenon of ‘unit accentuation' [2]. A

word group like french cheese can be

marked as inforrnationally important or

as carrying new information, by a single

accent on cheese. The word french is
then 'new' but not accented. The princi-

ple of cooperative behaviour predicts

that it will nevertheless be more care-

fully and more slowly pronounced than
when it is 'given'. Thrs prediction is

falsified by Eefting [9], who, taking

advantage of the phenomenon of unit
accentuation, varied contextual redun-
dancy and context-induced accentuation

independently in a production study with
read aloud text. She found that, other
things being equal, accented words are
considerably longer than unaccented
words, but unaccented 'new' words are
not significantly longer than unaccented
'given' words. Apparently sometimes
the consequences of cooperative be-
haviour on one level, in this case the
level of the word, are suppressed by the
consequences of cooperative behaviour
at another level, in this case the level of
accent patterns, the correct realization of
which constrains temporal patterning.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this contribution I have focussed on
the level of the word, because of my
belief that the struggle between coopera-
tive and self-indulgent behaviour of
speakers will be most apparent where
form and meaning come together. In
quite a few cases evidence was found for
systematic variations in word production

due to the alternation between output-
and system—oriented control.

Yet, the most striking result of this

enterprise is in my own judgement that
these variations are often relatively small

and unimportant, at least when they are

not supported by or drawing on conven-

tionalized rules or structures of the lan-
guage. Of course, the effect of time
compression in polysyllabic words is not
a small effect, but does not seem to
reflect spontaneous adaptive behaviour.
It rather is canonized in the sense that it
belongs to what native speakers know

about their language: shrinking mono-

syllables and stretching polysyllables are
perceived as incorrect [17]. Non-

phonological acoustic-phonetic word
boundary cues are there, but relatively

small and not very effective in normal

conditions. Phonotactic word boundary

cues rrright be effective, but tend to be

obliterated by regular conventionalized

rules of assimilation and degemination.

Contextual informativeness and redun-
dancy, if not expressed by convention-
alized and rule-govemed accent patterns,
have only marginal effects on pronunci-
ation.

Summarizing, we can say that the ef-
fects discussed are real but not very im-

pressive. It seems that for normal smch

communication conditions, the tools a
speaker finds at his disposal in the set of

structures and rules that make up his
language, are by and large sufficient for

his purposes, and that he has some but

relatively little need of adapting his

speech in ways that are not rule-gov-

emed
It is plausible, of course, that this state

of affairs is the result of the adaptive

nature of language [13]. Strong and reg-

ularly occurring adaptive behaviour of

speakers is easily conventionalized and

thereby becomes part of the language. If

this is correct, the adaptive behaviour of

speakers can be studied as a source of

language change. Such adaptive



behaviour should perhaps more than we
have done so far be studied in less
favourable but real communication con—
ditions. But we should always be aware
that the expected adaptations on one
level can be severely constrained by the
requirements of another level, as in the
example of word durations being con-
trolled by accent patterns.
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